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Module: Thevenin Theorem and its circuit diagram 

Module is divided in four sections: 

1.  VIDEO CONTENT 

2. (a) NOTES  

(b) SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 

3.  SUBJECTIVE ASSIGNMENT BASED ON MODULE 

4. OBJECTIVE QUESTION BASED ON MODULE 

5. FEEDBACK SECTION 

 Video Content: 

https://youtu.be/IBphnGWAaT8 

In this video I explained Statement and derivation of 

Thevenin theorem. The two terminal linear networks can 

be converted into Thevenin equivalent circuit.  

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/IBphnGWAaT8
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2.(b) SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 

Thevenin’s Theorem 

Thevenin’s Theorem states that any complicated network across its 

load terminals can be substituted by a voltage source with one 

resistance in series. This theorem helps in the study of the variation of 

current in a particular branch when the resistance of the branch is 

varied while the remaining network remains the same. 

For example, in designing electrical and electronics circuits. 

A more general statement of Thevenin’s Theorem is that any linear 

active network consisting of independent or dependent voltage and 

current source and the network elements can be replaced by an 

equivalent circuit having a voltage source in series with a resistance. 

Where the voltage source being the open-circuited voltage across the 

open-circuited load terminals and the resistance being the internal 

resistance of the source. 

In other words, the current flowing through a resistor connected 

across any two terminals of a network by an equivalent circuit having 

a voltage source Eth in series with a resistor Rth. Where Eth is the 

open-circuit voltage between the required two terminals called the 

Thevenin voltage and the Rth is the equivalent resistance of the 

network as seen from the two-terminal with all other sources replaced 

by their internal resistances called Thevenin resistance. 

 

Explanation of Thevenin’s Theorem 

The Thevenin’s statement is explained with the help of a circuit 

shown below: 
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Let us consider a simple DC circuit as shown in the figure above, 

where we must find the load current IL by the Thevenin’s theorem. 

To find the equivalent voltage source, rL is removed from the circuit 

as shown in the figure below and Voc or VTH is calculated. 
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So, 

 

 

Now, to find the internal resistance of the network (Thevenin’s 

resistance or equivalent resistance) in series with the open-circuit 

voltage VOC , also known as Thevenin’s voltage VTH, the voltage 

source is removed or we can say it is deactivated by a short circuit (as 

the source does not have any internal resistance) as shown in the 

figure below: 

 

 

 

 

Therefore, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Equivalent Circuit of Thevenin’s Theorem 
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As per Thevenin’s Statement, the load current is determined by the 

circuit shown above and the equivalent Thevenin’s circuit is obtained. 

The load current IL is given as: 

 

 

Where, 

VTH is the Thevenin’s equivalent voltage. It is an open circuit voltage 

across the terminal AB known as load terminal 

RTH is the Thevenin’s equivalent resistance, as seen from the load 

terminals where all the sources are replaced by their internal 

impedance 

rL is the load resistance 

STEPS FOR SOLVING THEVENIN’S THEOREM 

Step 1 – First of all remove the load resistance rL of the given circuit. 

Step 2 – Replace all the sources by their internal resistance. 

Step 3 – If sources are ideal then short circuit the voltage source and 

open circuit the current source. 

Step 4 – Now find the equivalent resistance at the load terminals, 

known as Thevenin’s Resistance (RTH). 

Step 5 – Draw the Thevenin’s equivalent circuit by connecting the 

load resistance and after that determine the desired response. 

This theorem is possibly the most extensively used networks theorem. 

It is applicable where it is desired to determine the current through or 

voltage across any one element in a network. Thevenin’s Theorem is 

an easy way to solve a complicated network 

Reference: 

https://circuitglobe.com/what-is-thevenins-theorem.html 
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3. ASSIGNMENT  

1. Solve the given circuit to find the current through 

10 Ω using Thevenin’s Theorem. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Solve the given circuit to find the current through 

15 Ω using Thevenin’s Theorem. 
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3. Find the equivalent Thevenin’s resistance between 

terminals A and B in the following circuit. 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Determine the equivalent Thevenin’s voltage 

between terminals ‘a’ and ‘b’ in the circuit shown 

below. 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Find the equivalent Thevenin’s resistance between 

terminals A and B in the circuit shown below. 
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4. MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 

1. Calculate the Thevenin resistance across the 

terminal AB for the following circuit. 

a) 4.34 ohm b) 3.67 ohm c) 3.43 ohm d) 

2.32 ohm 

 

 

 

 

 

2. The Thevenin voltage is the__________ 

a) Open circuit voltage 

b) Short circuit voltage 

c) Open circuit and short circuit voltage 

d) Neither open circuit nor short circuit voltage 
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3. Thevenin resistance is found by ________ 

a) Shorting all voltage sources 

b) Opening all current sources 

c) Shorting all voltage sources and opening all current 

sources 

d) Opening all voltage sources and shorting all 

current sources 

4. Which of the following is also known as the dual 

of Thevenin’s theorem? 

a) Norton’s theorem 

b) Superposition theorem 

c) Maximum power transfer theorem 

d) Millman’s theorem 

5. Thevenin’s theorem is true for __________ 

a) Linear networks 

b) Non-Linear networks 

c) Both linear networks and nonlinear networks 
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d) Neither linear networks nor non-linear networks 

 

Ans: 1. (b), 2. (a), 3. (c), 4. (a), 5. (a) 

 

5. FEEDBACK QUESTIONS 

1. Did the lecture cover what you were expecting? 

2. What is your opinion about the video lecture? 

3. How much this session was useful from the 

knowledge and information point of view? 

4. Are you satisfied with the content of the video 

lecture and given questions? 

5. If you could change one specific thing what 

would that be?  

 


